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Netflix as cultural intermediary

- Transnational platform but with local catalogs, still 
limited to the borders of the states

- European markets as a case study (VOD quotas and 
prominence, Netflix tax,...)

- New local VOD competitors with a strong localization, 
they have a local knowledge advantage



Netflix as cultural intermediary

- Catalogs need to be curated (just like linear schedules), 
but is diversity considered in the curation process?

- One form of curation the catalogs is through Social Media

- Instagram the social network where Netflix has more 
followers (with individual local profiles)



research questions
RQ1: What is promoted on Netflix’s Instagram on each market? 
In terms of diversity of titles, genres, origines and 
production

RQ2: Which type of post do they publish in each country?

RQ3: What strategies do they use in each market and what 
role do local and Netflix original titles play? 

RQ4: Which is Netflix’s strategy to appeal to local 
audiences and generate engagement and interaction?



Methods and 
sample



methodology
Netflix Instagram posts on Spanish, British (& Irish) and 
Nordic markets  (not stories)

Quantitative and qualitative content analysis

Digital methods (network analysis)

24 variables: 

- Content of the post
- Type and function
- Media objects (hashtags, mentions, emojis)
- Typology of titles (genres, origin, licensing)
- Engagement

Only posts, not stories



Netflix in europe

UK, 7 millions
Nordics, 3.7 millions
Spain, 1.4 million  



Posts from
01/09/2018
Until
31/08/2019

1445 instagram posts

Average age users IG: 
25-34



Diversity on 
netflix’s 

instagram 
accounts



Spain
104 different titles

* Titles promoted 3 or more times



UK
67 different 
titles

* Titles 
promoted 3 or 
more times



nordics
76 different titles

* Titles promoted 3 or more times



Target of the 
titles promoted 
on instagram



The key role of serialized fiction



Origin of titles 
promoted on 
instagram



Localization of 
titles on 

instagram



Spanish localization



Spanish localization



Spanish localization



British localization



British localization



British localization



Nordic localization



Nordic localization



Nordic localization



Internationalization of the posts



Co-hashtag network
Spanish market



Types of posts 
according to their 

function



Typology of functions



Title promotion, brand promotion, call to action, meme 



Title promotion, brand promotion, call to action



Title promotion, brand promotion, call to action, others



Brand promotion, call to action



Advertising (meme)



Advertising (others, title promotion)



engagement



interaction with the audience

SPAIN
(averages)

47499 likes

788 comments

UK
(averages)

23772 likes

334 comments

NORDICS
(averages)

2359 likes

32 comments



conclusions



Conclusions

- Netflix’s Instagram target: Youth

- Prominence of local shows (but not all of them (on 

Instagram))

- Between internationalization and localization

- Engagement higher in the Spanish market

- Similarities in the strategies across markets

- Is there diversity on Instagram?
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